This paper establishes the solvability of the word problem for semigroups with one defining relation if that relation is of the form A~BtC where (1) A and BtC are words on the generators of the semigroup but the generator I does not occur in A, B or Cand (2) the length of A is greater than the max (length B, length C). This paper is a small contribution toward the long range goal of verifying the conjecture that the word problem for semigroups with one defining relation is solvable. In 1932 the corresponding problem for groups was shown to be solvable by Magnus [l ]. However, in 1966 Matiyasevich
This paper is a small contribution toward the long range goal of verifying the conjecture that the word problem for semigroups with one defining relation is solvable. In 1932 the corresponding problem for groups was shown to be solvable by Magnus [l ] . However, in 1966 Matiyasevich [2] presented a semigroup with three defining relations for which the word problem is unsolvable. Here we show the solvability of the word problem for semigroups with one defining relation if that relation is of the form A ~BtC where (1) the generator t does not occur in A, B or C, and (2) the length of A is greater than the max (length B, length C). The basic idea of the proof is to show that the lengths of words equivalent to a given word are bounded, and hence each set of equivalent words is finite. It will also be shown that condition (2) is necessary to insure that each set of equivalent words be finite.
We will be considering semigroup presentations rather than semigroups themselves. In order to define precisely what is meant by a semigroup presentation for the purposes of this paper we fix an enumerable sequence of symbols (*) a0, au a2, • • • .
We write / for a0 and sometimes write a for at. A presentation 5 is obtained by specifying an initial segment of (*) as the generators of S, and one defining relation A ~BtC where A, B and C are words on the generators of S other than t and all the generators of 5 except / occur in A, B and/or C. If IF is a word on the generators of S, then we write we also write W->W (or W'->W). Sis to refer to any semigroup presentation with the defining relation A ~BtC. The letters k, ¡x, v will be used to refer to X^4, \B and \C respectively. Notice that if W~sV,
. This relationship will be used often in the proof. If 5 is a semigroup presentation with ~XA -k, \B = u, \C = v, define S* to be the semigroup presentation with generators \t, a] and defining relation a'^aHa".
We define a mapping, *, of words in 5 into words in S* by: a{ =a, t*=t, and if W and W'ES where W= Ua{ and W'= Vt, then W* = U*a*=U*a and W* = V*t* = V*l. Proof. A. If P is dead then all factors have length less than k so the Type I operation is not applicable to P. Further, no t occurs in P with a factor of length greater than or equal to v on the right and a factor of length greater or equal to p on the left, so the Type II operation is not applicable to P.
B. Let W= UA U' and F= UBtCU'. The/ occurring in FbetweenP and C is live because XP =p and \C = v and so it is separated from any t's occurring in U or U' by factors of length greater than or equal to the min(»c, p, v). Further, in W the rightmost t in U is separated from the leftmost t of U' by a factor of at least length k. So, any / occurring in U or in U' is either dead in both W and in V, or live in both. Hence DtW = DtV. The proof for derivations of more than one step follows by induction. C. Follows from parts A and B. Proof. Suppose that W=an+K+n and suppose that U is obtained from W by an application of the Type I operation. Then U=aP1+Hal'*+''. If K¿max(/i, v), even if pi=p2 = 0, the Type I operation is applicable to U and also to the result obtained from U by an application of the Type I operation, etc. On the other hand, if K>max(jjt, v), pi+ju, p2-\-ß<pi-\-K-\-p2. As the Type I operation is applied repeatedly, the lengths of the factors of the resulting words decrease and eventually are less than k; at that point the Type I operation is no longer applicable.
Lemma 7. If K>max(p,, v) and W~s*V, then both X.W and XV are less than or equal to aaW+i2Çs'W-raW)ip+v-k).
Proof. By Lemma 5, W~S*V, then Q,W =G,V. Since k>maxip, v),
by Lemma 6 Çs'&W is finite, and, of course, rV, tW^Çs'&W. \W = cxW+tW and aW = aaW+irW-T(3,W)ip+i> -k). Substituting for aW and rW, xw ^ aaw + iïs-aw -raw)iß + v-*) + çs*aw.
Since GlW=OlV, it is easy to see that XV is bounded in a similar fashion.
Lemma 8. If K>max(/x, v) and W~sV, then both \W and W are less than or equal to aaW*+ i2Çs-aW*-T(îW*)ip+i>-K).
Proof. W~8V, then by Lemma 1, W*~S'V*. XIF=XIF* and XF=XF*, and so the lemma follows from Lemma 7.
Theorem 2. For all k, p, v^O, the cardinality of each set of words equivalent in S is finite if and only if K>max(p, v).
Proof.
Suppose K^max(p, v). By Lemma 6, for any semigroup presentation S* on generators [t, a] with the defining relation a'r^aHa*, there are words W (e.g. a") such that Çs'W is not finite. Thus the number of words V, W->s'V is not finite. On the other hand, if n>max(p, v), for any semigroup presentation, S, with defining relation A^>BtC where X^4 = k, \B=p and \C = v, there is a bound on the lengths of words in an equivalence class and hence the cardinality of that set is finite.
